
AWESOME LEARNING THAT JUST KEEPS GETTING BETTER  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reception children remind us of 

how we can save the planet 

They’ve also written about 

people who are special to them.  

We’re so proud of you   

Bethel 

Ethan 

Tiago  

Bonnie 

Alexica  

Leo   

Teja  

Claribel  

Osiris  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nursery are just amazing! 

A shape picnic.  What a brilliant idea to learn about shapes 

and healthy eating.  Very impressive.  Excellent work! 

Following instructions to make a bird from a 

paper plate. All linked to Birdwatch week. 

Great work from Year 1 



Great work Euodia  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 3 have been turning in 

some outstanding art and 

great cross curricular 

learning   

Fabulous shape 

work from our 

Nursery 

children  

 



Year 4 – Creative use of words and images  

 

Outdoor learning in our new areas  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

We hope you enjoy some of the writing from our older pupils.  The extracts 

below are from work completed both in school and at home.  Pupil voice 

indicates that they are enjoying the new approach and it is already having a 

positive impact   

Writing samples from Year 5 & 6  

Task: Based on Katherine Rundell’s The Explorer, write a story continuation. You 

will be writing one paragraph each day and handing it on Friday 22nd January for 

Assessment.   

 
The plot points for your story are: 

• Tuesday 19th January: The children are working hard.  
• Wednesday 20th January: A problem!  

• Thursday 21st January: Fred Succeeds.  
• Friday 22nd January:  Fred achieves his dream.  

 
Please do not race ahead of the plot points. If you finish early you must use the Writing 
Rainbow or the Year 5 and 6 Writing Criteria to improve your work. You might decide to 

revise a word or re-write a sentence to create more atmosphere for your reader. Or include 
an additional sentence using a different writing target.    

 
Remember Roal Dahl didn’t write Charlie and the Chocolate Factory on the first attempt!  

Please start your story in the box below and do not change the font.  

Jeremy  – 5C 
 
Yellow Write: The Explorer continued……  

As the sun broke out of the horizon, the children could smell the lovely, luscious 

grass of the Amazon fields. They could hear the swift swaying of the luscious emerald 

trees and the sapphire, crystal river. Bang! Crash! Crackle! They could hear the 

snapping of the branches as they were being pulled off the trees. Unfortunately, they 

could taste revolting aftertaste of the gruesome grubs. They could smell the 

appalling stench of the swampy rivers and the animal dung. They could also smell 

the pleasant berries and satisfying honey. They could see the snapping crocodiles, 

the biting piranhas and the squawking parrots, and they could feel the splintering 

wood and the soft, satisfying liana vines. Then they worked gathering materials. Lila 



gathered materials such as branches, sticks and twigs. Con smoothened the twigs 

and branches with flint rock. Fred smoothened the liana vines in the river and tied 

them together with twigs and Max gave the raft a test run to see if it would float and 

take them to Manaus 

Samuel – 5C 

 

Yellow Write: The Explorer continued……  

They heavily moved their drowsy body parts until the ominous stars blazed and 

uncovered a colossal clearing covered in Veridian grass and chocolate brown leaves 

which smelt like luxurious afternoons. 

 

As Fred arose from his slumber, he heard a voice from the past: the chirping birds, 

the swift swaying trees, the gentle streaming rivers he only saw at his vacation to 

France.  

 

It was a bubble and an eruption. It was a buzz and a fizzle. It was a visualization. Fred 

was feeling phenomenal. Swish! Swash! Swish! Swash! As the sun rose from its 

slumber, the heavy strong wind blew violently in the Amazon causing the leaves to 

scramble and the trees to dance like they’ve eaten tons of sweets. The children were 

gathering resources to build a raft to get to Manus. Fred was gathering sticks and 

twigs, Con was softening the wood with flint stones, Lila was softening the liana vines 

and roping them together with the sticks on the raft, and Max was testing to see if 

the raft will float. Who knows the raft could be great! 

 

 

Vanessa 5B 

As the shadowy sun descended into morn, the survivor’s began piling up random 

equipment. Sweat dripped slowly from their worn out foreheads. You could definitely 

tell they got an hour worth of sleep. Lila gave out a sigh of exhaustion as she softened 

strips of liana vines by the shallow end of the river. Slap, crack, bang! Fred yanked each 

branch off the cathedral tree.  It echoed loudly around the forest waking up the baby 

sloths in a close by tree. As the sun disappeared, the survivors set themselves down 

admiring the 11 by 6  foot raft, they created. Their joy and happiness, exhaustion and 

time..” We should test out the boat, just to see if it's steady, you know?!” Fred blurted 

out  confidently. Although Fred spoke with confidence and excitement, he couldn't 

help but think about his father's disapproving glare. His evil words felt like spit. Nasty 

and disgusting, that's just how Fred felt. Although his parents would disapprove, Fred 

shoved those thoughts out his head and said “ Let's test this bad boy out eh?”  

 

Simao – 5B 

As time waited for nobody, the children started collecting materials  for the raft. Fred 

kept smirking at the idea of going home as he climbed the tree’s and snapped the 

branches off them. Crash! Bang! Boom! The sound of the sticks snapping in half scared 



birds nearby. The river kept bubbling and trickling as if it wanted to test the raft itself. 

By late midday, they looked pale and sapped, admiring their well built raft - their hard 

work and moisture all around their body - their chance... “Lets test the raft since we 

don't know how long it will take to get to Manaus and if the raft is sturdy enough for 

the journey. We should also store food for the journey, there’s a fifty percent chance 

that we get there but it beats staying here with all the bugs and no food.” said Fred 

cleverly. Although he spoke as if he knew that they would get to Manaus, he couldn’t 

think of anything but his father’s favourite “no you can’t” body posture. His father’s 

words felt like knives cutting through his dreams. Fred heaved these stifling thoughts 

to the bottom of his worries and pulled himself back to reality and onto the raft as he 

smiled eagerly to test out their only chance of getting back home.         
 

Y6 Task:  Pupils were asked  to finish their  story. Read through what they  
had written and edit where necessary.  
 

Ava Durie 6W 

 

“Ah, Mr Strumpty. Thank you for coming on such short notice.” said the Queen.  

“No problem your Majesty.” replied Mr Strumpty while bowing.  

“Now, have you any idea where my priceless treasures have gone?” questioned her 

Royal Highness.  “In fact I do. There is a bandit on the loose, he calls himself The 

Black Bandit.” he replied calmly.  The Queen looked worried but Mr Strumpty was 

confident he knew where the thief was. 

 

In the monkey den The Black Bandit was admiring all the loot he had stolen. Most of 

the  monkeys were staring at the dazzling jewels while some of them sneakily stole a 

few and brought them down the tree to the ground.  “Hey, bring them back!” 

demanded the Black Bandit. One of the zookeepers came by and was so shocked by 

the new toys the monkeys had found she almost fainted but instead she decided to 

call the police.  

 

Chigozie Obichukwu – 6W 

In the country of England, in the city of London, on the street of Marlow there was 

huge amounts of joy being emitted. Marlow street was the ‘merriest street of all time’ 

you could say. Everyone wanted to be here due to its sanitation both in reputation 

and in look. This clean street is half a kilometre long but it had up to a ‘baker’s dozen 

dozen’ people in it (156 in case you don’t know) and the street was practically full 

with people. This place was so attractive and lively and never went a day without 

people rejoicing on the pavements. 

 

This was all fantasy until Marlow’s fame stopped dead. This happened because a 

robber started the aim to turn this haven into a bankrupt town road. Never had this 

happened in its three years of its joyful supremacy. This robber was solo but both 

greedy and stealthy.   


